
Temple Gates of Prayer COVID-19 Liability Waiver 

I acknowledge the contagious nature of the Coronavirus/COVID-19. 

 
I further acknowledge that Temple Gates of Prayer cannot guarantee that I will not become infected 

with the Coronavirus/COVID-19. I understand that the risk of becoming exposed to and/or infected by 

the Coronavirus/COVID-19 may result from the actions, omissions, or negligence of myself and others, 

including, but not limited to, synagogue staff, and other synagogue attendees and their families. 

 I voluntarily seek to attend functions in the physical building at Temple Gates of Prayer and 

acknowledge that I am increasing my risk to exposure to the Coronavirus/COVID-19.  

 I acknowledge that in order to attend any function at Temple Gates of Prayer I must be fully 

vaccinated and submit a copy of my vaccination certificate. (People are considered fully vaccinated 2 

weeks after their final dose.) 

 

   I attest that:  

 I am following all CDC recommended guidelines as much as possible and limiting my exposure to the 

Coronavirus/COVID-19. 

  I will remove myself from any and all Temple Gates of Prayer functions should I or anyone in my 

household develop any COVID related symptoms. 

 The above attestations are true for any minor or minors on whose behalf I am signing this 

document. 

 
I hereby release and agree, on behalf of myself and any minor, or minors, on whose behalf I am signing 

as parent or guardian, to hold Temple Gates of Prayer harmless from, and waive on behalf of myself, my 

heirs, the minors, the minors heirs and any personal representatives of myself or anyone I have signed 

on behalf of, any and all causes of action, claims, demands, damages, costs, expenses and 

compensation for damage or loss to myself and/or property that may be caused by any act, or failure to 

act of Temple Gates of Prayer, or that may otherwise arise in any way in connection with my attending 

any function, or being at the physical building, of Temple Gates of Prayer. I understand that this release 

discharges Temple Gates of Prayer from any liability or claim that I, my heirs, the minors, the minors 

heirs and any personal representatives of myself or anyone I have signed on behalf of may have 

against Temple Gates of Prayer, or its employees, with respect to any bodily injury, illness, death, 

medical treatment, or property damage that may arise from, or in connection to, any function attended 

at, or physical presence at, Temple Gates of Prayer. This liability waiver and release extends to Temple 

Gates of Prayer together with all staff, employees, officers and all trustees and members of the Board of 

Directors of Temple Gates of Prayer. 

 

   Signature                                        Printed name                                          Date 

 
       Names and relationship of minors and other household members on whose behalf you are signing.  

 

 


